**Hazmat Blackboard**
- Must be done within the first 3 months of employment
- **Audience:** ED Nursing Staff, inpatient Hospital Clinical Technicians, Unit Support Technicians & Hospital Attendants
- Needs to be done only once
- 4 hours long but can be broken up into one hour segments
- Introduces all of the important Hazmat First Receiver concepts per OSHA standards
- Course Name: UH 342333: HAZMAT FIRST RECEIVER
- Tracker code: HAZMATBB

**Hazmat Initial Class**
- Must be done within the first year of employment
- **Audience:** ED Nursing Staff, inpatient Hospital Clinical Technicians, Unit Support Technicians & Hospital Attendants
- Needs to be done only once
- 4 hour classroom based class
- Focus on reviewing concepts introduced in Blackboard class as well as several hands on skills and PPE training
- Sign up via training calendar
- Tracker code: HAZMATDECON

**Hazmat Refresher Class**
- Must be done once EVERY CALENDER YEAR as long as the staff member is employed by SUNY Upstate and holds one of the titles below.
- **Audience:** ED Nursing Staff, Inpatient Hospital Clinical Technicians, Unit Support Technicians & Hospital Attendants
- 4 hour class
- Focus on PPE and other decon station skills
- Sign up via training calendar
- Tracker code: HAZMATREFRESHER